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On Operational Calculus 
y oshio Kinokuniya 
Abstract 
Let F (P) be the abridg巴mentof F (P) (伊)and P， Q be commutative op巴rators，then 
if F{y) is analytic the mean吋alu巴theoremand the T A Y J， 0 R凶expansionhave their analogies 
for F{P-トtQ). If F(P)G{Q) converges F{xP)G{xQ) is regular in Ixlく1. And some 
other important facts are shown basing on the fact that when some of the operators are 
，Teing principally investigat巴dthe rest can Te regarded as pa，rametric elements. In the las七
paragraph， two generaIizations of the LAPLAcE-transformation ar~ shown. 
Introduction 
In algebra an operation which is defined by the equality 
d(仰)= d (u) v + ud (ν) 
is calIed derivationl). -This is a generalization for differentiation of the first 
order， so it will be very natural if we define the operator by the following 
three conditions: (i) if P (仰)= P (u)り+uP(り)， P is called of the first 
order; (i) if an operator Q is expressed by a rational integral form of the 
n-th degree of som~ operators of the fircst order， Q is cal1ed of the n-th 
order; (ii) for any operator of the first order Q， Q-l(U) cannot be discon-
tinuous in the range where its values are bounded. 
The present author has been interested to name these operators as 
derivers (of finite order， say) and make a study of them， but he has come 
across a difficulty， that the process 
q;=p2(U) →ー P-l(q;)ニ P(U)
cannot be posited as a unique correspondence. So the operators mean in 
this paper derivers and not inverse derivers. 
If a function q; (X1> ・・，x，) and the result-P (q;) are analytic both in a 
domain (of (x1， "'， x，)， q; is called operatable2) for P there. 
To build up an algebraic system of operators and to study its topo開
会 logicalproprieties is of course important， but when we 'are going to resea:rch 
about unknown practical principles， itseems rather circuitous to mannage 
1) The word ，.differentiαtio犯"巴anbe used， to， instead of“derivation ". 
2) Cf， Y. KINOKUNTYA-: On Operational Equations， Mem， Muroran ColL Tch. VoL 1， No， 1 
(1950) p， 13. 
臨
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our eyes only upon' the proprieties of the topological structure. 80 the 
author attempts in this paper， to show a simple composition of neighbouring， 
starting from the fact， tha t when some、ofthe operators are being princi-
pally investigated the rest of them can be regarded as parametric elements. 
S 1. Analogies to Differential Calculi 
8uppose the operator P relates to (c) = (c]>"'， cn) and is independent 
of x and the functIon (jJ (c) = (jJ(ι"'， cn) independent of x isoperat仲 lefor 
P， then positing 
f(x， y)= xkyl ， u = f(x， P) (jJ) 
and denoting 
we have 
1.e. 
D"， 三 'Jj'Jx 
.1)~Pj(u) = l)~ P.i {xl<pZ((jJ)} = k(k-1)…(k-i+ 1) Xk-i P川 (jJ)
ェ pj_D~ (が)pz (jJ) = pj D~(u) 
(1，1) 
IJ~pj (u)ニ pjD~;(u) ニ P321(v)=(21pJ)(V) ・
'JJむも l 'Jx:' j (1，2) 
This relation gives an important operation by which we may reach a 
de:finition of neighbourhood of any operator. 
If F(ν) is an integral function of :finite degree， we can write 
F(P + tR) = I:内tiP!R，J， 
then if the function f is operatable for P which is commutative with R 
(say， PRニ RP)and the variable t isindependent of f， P and R， the 
function g (t) de:fined by 
g (t) = F(P + tR) (f) (1，3) 
is an integral function of the same degree with F (ν). Hence， by the 
mean-value theorem 
g (t) -g (0)ニダ(}jt) t 
where it holds that 
(0く (}lく 1)
so we have 
F(P+tR) (f) 
g' (t) = I)t F (P + t'R) (1)ニ 'Jt
= F' (P+tR) R (f) ， 
{F (P + tR) -Ji' ( P)} (f) = Ji" (P +θ1 tR) tR (f) • (1，4) 
This theorem may be called the meαルvaluetheurern too， and if some 
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suitable canditions al'e !!iven 01 the convergency， w，θmay put F(y) as a 
general regular function of y， for which the theorem (1，4) effects. It wiIl 
need no further explanation that the TA YLOR-eXpansion can be applied 
too， viz. 
{F( P + tR) -F( P)) 目 、 tk Rk F(n)(P十例)F(P+刊崎峨t沼閣R)一F(P)l(げ叶f k~l叶1 手 l色E 也
(0く九く 1)
in the range where F (Y) (1) is continuous (D， n)l' (Y = P + tR). 
It may be very convenient， when we ommit the explanative symbol (1) 
and simply use the abridged notation 
F(P+tR) -F(P) =F'(P+{}ltR)tB (1，6) 
instead of (1，4). And it will be rathe:r general if we say (1，6) is e首ective
for a certain range of operation (which means (1，6) holds for any operatable 
function f the value of which belongs to a certain range)， because we can 
thus .associate with a manifold of functions f. 
On putting n→∞ in (1，5)， we gain an operational series and then， if
the range of convergence is found to be I tIく p，the operator pR may be 
called the radius ()f convergence though it is of c⑪urse an abstract one. 
Thus we have、asystem of neighbourhood. 
S 2. On the Convergence Problem 
In this paragraph the summation theorem of WEIERSTRASS gives 
important helps for o:or aspec加 Twolemmas can be induced by this 
theorem and we gain some methods of investigation on the convergence 
of our operationaI series. 
WEIERSTRASS' TUEORElIIめ: [f fn (z) (n = 1， 2，…)αγe the functions which 
α，reαI regulaγthroughoutαcontοuγCα倒的 inteバoγ 伽 dthe series 
、 、 ， ?
??
? ?
?， 、 、? ?
? ?
? ? ?? ?? ??，
?
converges unifiω・mlνonC， f(z) co附 θγgcsunifcrmlυin thθgenerαlized senseαr.d 
regulαγt附 ideC. Mcγeoveγ， on teγmW1:se dザerentiαtion，
.{'k) (z) = 1:f~k) (z) 
holds with the unifiσrm converg側.ce伽 thege:憾 γ品加dse:惜 ei慨もお C.
Lemma 1: [f the seri9s 玄 α白協 is co削 erge:叫
n=O 、
1) This means: the given function has its n-th derivative: as continuous in the given range. 
Then， consequently， F;F， "'， p.トめ areal continqous in the same rang日， to. 
2) Cf. L・¥BIEsERBAOI!:Lehrbuch der Funktionentheorie 1 (1930)， S.15. 
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f(勿)= ~αn x" (2，1) 
00仰 ergesand regular伽 Ixlく1.
Lemma 2: When f" (z) ==主 a~k)zn (k = 0，1，2， ...)αreαI 00仰町gentαnd
the seγies f(z) = I:f，(z) co附 ergesuniformlνin the geneγαlised sense in 
f (z) is' regular in the same range似 df01・itsexpαnsion 
we hαve 
f(z) = ~α"zn 
α"n = 1:αF 
k~O 
(n = 0， 1， 2，…) . 
Izlく九
(2，2) 
Proof of Lemma 11) : Since ~山 is convergent， we can find an integer 
N for any e > 0 such as 
|αnlく ε for every n > N， 
then if we I&write 
fn (x) =α。+叫お+… +α"Xn 
we have 
Ifn十も(勿)-fn (X) 1 く εpn+J(1 + P +戸+…) = epn+1 / (1-p) 
for any i ( =0， 1， 2，…) and any n > N， in 1 X 1く pく 1.
Besides， we can choose an integer k for which 
if we fixρ く1.
fLく 1
1-p 
So it follows that 
If';+i (x)一的)1く ε子工→o as n 日∞
iridependently of i， hence fn (x) converges ，¥.miformly in Ixlく p，iιon 
denoting by f (x) the Iimiting function we see， f.飽 (x)converges to f(x) 
uniformly in the generaIized sense in 1 x 1く1. Then， by WEIERSTRASS' 
theorem， f(x) is regular in 1叫/く1.Q.E.D. 
Proof of Lemma 2: Directly by WEI<mE)TRASS' theorem f(z) is regular 
and 
I I ∞ ∞ 
仇二寸主-JCn) (0) = -i:-l: fic") (0) = ~αF 
l'n ln "-0 "-0 
Q.E.D. 
Let us posit two operationaI series 
1) Lemma 1 isweIl-known as ABEJゐ firsttheorem， but the author give唱 itsdemon崎trationto 
show it can be thought as involved in WEIERSTRASS'. 
¥ 
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F (xP) = '!.:αk (XP)k ， 
and (2，3) 
?、 、
?
』?
? ??
?
?
?
? ?
?
? ?、 、? ???， ，? ? 、 、?
where 叫，bk (k = 0， 1， 2， ・ー)are constant coe田cientsand suppose that: (i) 
P and Q are commutative (i.e. PQ = QP); (i) G (り)gives an operatable 
function for F (P). Then it may give a critical problem how we shall 
understand the range of G (Q)， because， as has been remarked in theヘ
previous paragraph， we associate with the manifold of functions <p wQ_en 
we regard G (Q) as the value of G (Q)(q;). But in this paper let us adopt 
as G (Q) the value of a given function.，at a given (therefore fixed) point 
(<fl> ・， ι)， whose cordinates are al independent of x and y. 
By the supposition (i) the series 
F(P)G (Q) = I;αk pk (G (Q)) 
is convergent， which implies， by the supposition (i)， that 
F(P)G(Q) = F(P)至。hqk=EbkQKF(P) 
is convergent. So， in regard to Lemma 1， we have F (xP) G (り)to be 
convergent and regular for x in J x Jく 1and F (P) G (yQ) to be convergent 
for y in Jy J く 1;and then by the similar considerations on F (xP) G (Q) 
and F(P)G('bQ) instead oI F(P)G(Q) we conclude that F(xP) G(νQ) is 
regular in I忽|く 1and Iylく 1，and for fixed y (or x) the convergence of 
the series (with respect to x (or y)) is uniform in the generalized sense. 
Hence， F (xP) G (xQ) converges throughout I xIく 1and regular there， 
becaUse by W回目RSTRASS'theorem 
'JF _ ~ 'JG 
_::-_ G + Fγ -ー
'Jx 'JX 
dFG 
is convergent， so that一万一 exists and is equal to this value. Especially 
W山
on setting F (z)ニ G(z) = 1 / (l-z)， we shall ob_tain the result which was 
shown in p. 16 of the preceeding number of this memoirs as Ex. 4. 
Now on denoting 
fk (勿)ニ akpk 2.: bi Qi Xk+i (k = 0，1，2，…) ， 
by VITALI'S theorem1) we find the series 
f(ぉ)二五(ぉ)+ f2 (x) + 
1) Cf. L. BIEBERBACH: Lehrbuch der Funktionentheorie 1， S.170. 
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converges uniformly in the generalized sense in I x Iく 1，becau砲 bythe 
foregoing. result f (x)子 F(xP) G (xQ) and each ofん(勿)(n = 0， 1，ー )is 
regular in I x Iく1. So， according to Lemma 2， on expanding f(x) in the 
form 
f (x) = Ao + AI X + A2 x2 +・ (2，4) 
we find that this series converg回 uniformlyin the generalized sense in 
Ixfく 1and 
Ao=α。b。
ム=α，boP+α。b1Q
Az=叫ん p 2+αI b; PQ +α。b2Q宮 (2，5) 
An = 1: a'k bn_k pk Qn-k (n = 0，1，…) 
THEOREM: If F (P) G (Q) conveγges， F(xP) G(xQ) isregular伽 Ixlく 1，
and偽 expα附 ian(2，4) ci側 .vergesunifor・mlν伽 thegeneralized sense in the same 
range， given偽 coe.ficientsby (2， 5). It is notαble thαt the radius of conveγgence 
of (2， 4). isnot les thαn1. 
ノ、
S 3. Parametric EfIects of Operators 
To solve an operational (especially differential) equations regarding 
、someoperators as parametric elements， isnot a new idea in our calculus. 
In the theory of HEAVISIDE'S operat位， the operator p三 'Jj'Jtis supposed 
as a positive number in the formal. process of calculation and is regarded 
as a parameter when it is combined with another differential operator 
'Jj'JX， where the solution is first put in. the form u = u(ρ， a:). If we associate 
a special abstract field of operators and. put them in some process as 
parametric elements， there will happ~n many extensions of calcuIi of this 
kind and the' investigations thus will find an important field. So， in this 
paragraph let us have some examples of this idea. 
Ex. 1) For the equation 
作会 -P会)(u)=o， (3，1)1 
positing R， P as two com~utative operators in respect to only (x)， which 
are the .varuibles independent of t and c， simply we may have a solution 
by 
u (x; c， t)= f(tP + cR) (<p (x) (3， 1)2 
when f isan analytic function for .its argument and <p(x) is operatable for 
P and R. 
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Besides， ifwe set [u]~_o=u(x; O，t) in the form 
u (x; 0， t)= f(tP) (q> (x)) (3~ 1)3 
we have 
[R t?]ho二fげ )PBω=P町貯Pf'(t汽N句"何浬P)B駒ω)戸一[ドP7号剖釘?訂訂1-ωa叫o
On repeating this process，ーwehave 
BV[手1-。ニ川P)(PB)ν(q>) = Pν[121.0 
with Pν(8) = O. BV j<V) (町
. 1.e. 
{国 j<i)(tP) . T>i .J 
U = tf(tP) +芸寸γ_，Bi c'} (ゆ+8
8=さすc'，
Then， 
(a) 
which means: 
. U = f (tP + cB) (q>) + 8 . 
And if we fake the similar consideration on 
U =f(忽 ;c，O)(q>) 
we shall gain another solution 
U = f (tP + c B) (q>) + $ 
Bi(長)= 0 (i = 1，2，…) . 
to 
、 、 ? ? ?? ?， ? 、 、
we should have 8 = S 
$=計 がー
To regard (a:r and (b) as the same solution 
be described in the form 
with where 
P(元/1)= B(斗些)， with Sニs= ~ aiJ e't1 
while the solution (3奥 1)1makes a special case for 
i，j = 0，1，2，・for every σ句 =0
，For the equation 
(R77Y)(u)=。
Ex.2) 
{(P :~y + (3，2)1 
(3，2)2 (i =、/ー 1)U = f (tP + icB) (q>) + g (tP -i(R) (ct) 
under suitable COllditions on f， g， q>and ψ・
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Ex. 3) To solve the equation 
(3499“¥ 一一一+~つ7+-77}(u) ニ O;)c ;)X ;)1} ;)y ;)[ ;)ノ (3，3)1 
c， 7]， (， X， Y and z being independent， we have a convenience to write 
JL=ι ，jLニ ()2，_;)_ニ札 ，1=D3and叫 poseU in the forrn ;)c .' ';)( _';)X .' ';n 
U = f(Ajx +んν+A3Z) ， 
、becausefor this case， We may set 
んニ配lCP(乙ヲ，()， A2二信2CP，A3ニ !i，3CP
which leads to a solution 
(応急=const.， iニ 1，2，3)
U =f(!i，IX +ω+ !i，3Z) g (三二 -i ， 1-L，よ-~) (日)2
¥、応J !i，2 !i，2 !i，3 !i，3 応1ノ
when f， g are arbitrary functions being di在erentiablefor their arguements 
respecti vely. 
Ex. 4) If the operators Pk (ん=1， 2， 3， "'， s) are expected with the 
probabilities Wk (xH…，Xν) respectively， we may have the expected operator 
P=WIP1+…+ W8 P8 • (3，4)1 
Putting here 
P (cp) =ψ (3，4)2 
and 、
Iλ=← L 
.• ;)X
k 
we have: 
s s 
Dkψ(X]I "'， XI) = "i:. (Dkwi) Pも(cp)+ "i:.wiP.(Dk(cp) ， 
on condition that Di are al commutative with Pk (i= l:'，2， "'， ν; k = 1，2， 
…， s); so we may write symbolically 
dψ = (dP) (cp) + P (dcp) . (3，4)3 
Then， under the restriction that do ~ 0， we may have 
(dP) (cp) + P (dcp)ニ O
l.e. 
一{IdP}ω) = ~ P (dcp) = co:I1stant (3，4)4 
Ex. 5) We may have a new type of operational equation in 
U81Pi(ttYI)十 U82pz(叫)+… +uo"pn(wn)=f(u)(3，5)1 
where Wk are operatable functions for P'CIん=1，2， .，.，n. 
For this case， itwill be very convenient if we can find the difieren-
tiable functions αk (J1I .，. ， ()n， u)such as 
On Operαt:Tonα1 Calculus 、
P，(叫 )=α/c ， (k = 1，2，… ， n)
because we have then the well-known equation of the l-st order 
uo，.α1十 uOnα'2+… + UOnα
均一
f(u). 
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(3，5)2 
So， the system (3，5)2 will be called a subsidiary system of the equation 
(3，5)1・
This idea will be applicable in the equations of higher order， for 
instance 
P(u)三 i;u拘 (fJ)P/C (叫)= f(u) 
and in this case we may have a subsidiary system by 
Pk (Wk) =叫 (fJ)， (ん=1，2，… ，n) 
and consequently reach at the equation of one-dimension 
':. dku 
2一一一一向(s)= f(u) . k~O (，/7'-
(3，6)1 
(3，6)2 
But， we a1'e not dealing with a new idea in the above cou1'se of 
calculation. In fact， we lea1'n in -the theory of primitive solutionsl) we 
are given with the type of solutions 
u = u (s); fJ =θ(九一 ，X-m，) 
and this case gives more complex types of operations， when we posit as 
n r1k細川
P (u) = .t:l d(j~ Pk (0) 
because P" (fJ) (ん=1， 2， "'， n) cannot be regarded then as linea1' operations 
but give ones which have ont yet beeh int1'oduced by the autho1' in' this 
series of papers. So we see: it should give a natural sou1'ce of calcula-
tions if we put up the metamorphisms of the theo1'Y of primitive solutions 
to find the way of calulation fo1' the complex ope1'ations of higher order. 
S 4.〆 01'1Limiti1'1g Metamorphoses 
If the1'e isa sequence of functions fn (η=1，2，・..)， which are ope1'atable 
fo1' the same operator P and converges to a function f (x)， it is very 
convenient if we can have the relation 
limP(ふ)ニ P(f) (4，1) 
But .it issometimes not simple， especially fo1' the case when the equation 
is satisfied but bit by bit in the given domain; we have some well・known
types of examples which do not conform to the expectation (4，1) but a1'e 
1) Cf. H. B A.T E M ^  N: Pat:tia! Diferential Equations (1931)， p. 95. 
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very interesting. For instance， by the function defined as 
g (c， x)ェ x(1 -c) 
= cO. -x) 
(x.; c) 
(x;;. c) 
which is called GREEN'S function， the equation y"ご ois soIved except the 
point x = c in the intervaI -∞く Zく∞ andby the function 
y = ~ fsg (x， cs)
is soIved the same equation bit by bit (say: except xニ乙，ー.，cn)' But 
y=ト(川)f(c) d; 
does no more soIve the equation but gives a soIution of the equatiov< 
uペx)+ f(め=O. In the following the author wiI show an analogy of this 
fact in the operational calculus. 
Suppose that: (i) the function u (c， x)is operatable for R which is 
independel1t of c; (i) 
and 
R(u) =αE 
R (u) = b書
(O..;;xく c)， 
(c";; x";; 1) ， 
(4，2) 
where both a~ and b~ are constants as far as x does not move beyond c， 
and f(c) = ae -be is a continuous function of c in 0.; c .;1; (ii) the 
integral 
ト(乙付 =U(め
exists. Then by (ii) we can choose Cn，k (kニ0，1，・.，n) such as 
o = cn，o< Cn，lく・・・く Cn，n= 1 
and 
so that on positing 
we may have 
lim (ごい -Cn，ト 1)= 0 
n-四
(ん=1，2， .ー)
Uぬ(z)zE1(ι，k一九ト1)U (Cn，kI x) 
(弘3)
Iim Un (x) = U (x) • (4，4) 
In this case， if1) = Jj'Jx is commutative with R， for 
P = DR (4，5) 
it may hold that 
PW(1))=hZ(R仰
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So， iflim P (Un) = P (U)， we may have 
P(U的 = h J R[盟主{u (ι 7"川，x勿糾+トu(仔Eι品いn川山，7"Xわ川刈，x)吟市)
= 1:虫計;[?担竺会主剖1jF(怜凶R町削似:u(仔5ιいn川止か川山，x勿糾+e吋)-R抑似(ι仏いk，X化吟叫州)わ沿)}(守Eむkγ一ιLω叶→J寸1)江] 
w here we may possibly suppose Cn，止さ;:X， x +εfor k， nニ 1，2，・"， hence in 
accordance with the suppositions (4，2) and (4，3) 
P(U(X))=円十[I:丸 dE+j:+EM-j:ω-~: be dcJ 
「??
??、，?
?? 、
?????? ???
，?
???』?
、 、
?
?
??
? 、
?
?
??
??
??
，??
?
?
「??
」
??
????
??
?
?
?
?
??????
Since f(x) is continuous we gain 
P(U(x)) = f(め (4，6) 
while directly from (但4，2到)P {Un(伊勿)刀}= 0 for every xキCnりz
On the loosened relation 
[P (h (x， c))]日 ='P (h (勿，x)) 
where h (♂，c) is a solution of the system 
ω (x，~) 'P (h) -p (x， c)h =ψ(勿， cY)1 
(-~円十十町川'\ = 0 r 
;)X/，1 ;}X/2 ・;)x/n ノ拘置くわ j 
we may find another 8imilarity of GREEN'S case， positing 
~(忽) = ~ l}j，k (め h(x，も，k)
(4，7) 
(4，8) 
where 
ヲj，k= 1 when (x) E Dj，k 
ご o when (勿)E Dj，k (k = 1，2，…，lVJ); 
(x) = (xr， "'，仇); も，ぉEDj，k' Dj，k n Dj，k' = 0 if kキk'and D = Dj，l + ・+Dj，巧;
diameter of Dj， k長 1/j(ん=1，2，・"，Nj). In this case， ifh (x， c)is bounded 
and regular in D Uj converges to a limiting function u (x， x)， but we 
cannot say generally lim P (町(x))= P(u(x，x)). 
S 5. Generalizations of Laplace-transformation 
In operational analysis， especially in practical mathematics， the theory 
1) For the details cf. Y. KINOKUNIYA: On Operational Equation日 Mem.Muroran Coll. Tch. 
Vol. 1， No. 1. 
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of LAPLAcE-transformation1) has given us many contributions. So， itwill 
be a natural try to research for any analogous course or generali~ation of 
this standpoint. 
For such a purpose as merely to raise the dimension of the variable's 
set we may have an answer simply by the foIIowing m~ans， when we 
define the symbol 52 (or 2ν) by 
2A刈0仏ιl'"'， tゐらνv)=P飢1ρν [...[e~戸戸一叩哨p伊2tれ1-一 一pνω勺A(仇h九，"'， tらωU
and c伺a剖I孔L¥t白hetransformation 
f(Pl'…，Pv) = 2A(九一・，tν) (5，2) 
the Lαplαce-transformαtion ofνd旬wnsion. In this case we have the in-
verse transformation 
A(九 ，.tν)=(土 v¥…ゐ1 i-f(PI， ，p一九州十十仰tν仇 (5，3)
¥ ;:'n:~/ Jc，-ioo - Jcν-ioo Pl ・ Pv
which is to be ;named Mellin's formula ofνd加wnsion. The un，it-function 
1 wiIl be defined as 
/1'¥νri∞ p'l.由 民plXl十・・・十pνXν
1 = (ー~} ¥ dpI'・.¥ ~ dpν， 
¥ 乙π~ I J_!∞ J_i∞ Pl ・・ Pv 
= 1 when X1 > 0， X2 > 0-， "'， Xv > 0 ， 
ニ o when xjく O包 forat least one j (= 1， 2， "'，ν) . 
And we may have many results which are induced analogously from the 
theory of L-transformation of 1-dimension. 
But， ifwe persist on our standpoint which has been shown in Para-
graph 2， the conditions would di町eraccordingly. Wten two commutative 
operators P and R are independent of the variable t， we have the difinition 
in the form 
2A (P， tR) = P ~~ A (P， tR)げ dt
the inversion of which is 
2-lf斗γ1刈刈六均仰1ωωp似州;
To deal with the last gene剖ra叫Iization，"we have the equation 
(p -P) (u) = f (t;ー )
to be solved by 
u=三五(f(t)= eIP~: e-xp f(忽;...)の
1) Cf. G: DOETSCH: Theorie und Anwendung der LAPJ，ACE-Transformation )1937). 
(5，3) 
(5，5) 
(5，6) 
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and as for the unicity problem of the solutions KINo-theorem on the 
equation P (u)ニ ρν(u)1)will come in cIose rela tion. 
Instead of the form A (P， tR) we can adopt different types A (P]J "'， 
Pl; tR)， G (P) cp (t ; ・ ) and so on， but these will make no difference to 
our princip]e. 
(Received Au宮ust25， 1950.) 
1) Y. KINOKUNIYA: On Operational Equations. Mem. Muroran Col. Tch. Vol. !， No. 1. 
